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CURRENT STATISTICS
Fires to-date: 95
Hectares burned: 123.86
Human-caused: 87
Lightning-caused: 8

BANS AND PROHIBITIONS
Campfire: In Effect
Category 2: In Effect

The Coastal Fire Centre has been asked to help support wildfire efforts in the
interior of the province. After evaluating the current and upcoming weather
conditions to ensure enough resources remain to manage Coastal fires, we
were able to send three 20-person Unit Crews along with several single resources. More resources will likely be sent early in the week.
The fire danger rating is high and will not go down without significant precipitation over a number of days. Keeping that in mind, the public should be
mindful when engaging in outdoor activities.
When out enjoying time on ATVs we ask that you are careful about how and
where you drive. Hot mufflers and exhaust residue can ignite grass and other
flammable material. Please stay on established trails and roads and do not
operate an ATV in tall grass or other vegetation when weather conditions are
hot and dry.
If you are spending time target shooting consider going to a gun range instead of into the forest. If you do choose to shoot in the forest, shoot towards a backdrop that is free of dry vegetation and woody debris. Hot fragments and sparks can cause fires, and the best practice is to remain in the
area for a period of time after shooting to make sure no fires started, and
ensure you have a way to extinguish any fire you might have caused.
Lastly, British Columbians can play a critical role in mitigating wildfire risks
around their homes and properties by undertaking FireSmart activities.
Homeowners who implement the recommended FireSmart guidelines greatly increase the probability that their homes will survive a wildfire event. To
learn more about FireSmart visit: www.FireSmartBC.ca

Category 3: In Effect
Forest Use Restrictions: No Ban
Prohibitions section of bcwildfire.ca for full
details.
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Women in Wildfire – Introducing Kiah and Alicia
Two women leading the charge in a male-dominated workforce
Kiah Allen and Alicia Rhodenizer are two of a small (but growing) number of women to taking on the role of
Unit Crew Supervisor in the BC Wildfire Service. We caught up with Kiah and Alicia before fire season ramps
up, to discuss their careers with the BC Wildfire Service, favourite fireline activities, visions for the future and
changes that are happening for women in BCWS.
Alicia Rhodenizer, Seton Unit Crew Supervisor
Alicia began her career with the BC Wildfire Service in 2013 through the Junior Initial Attack program. She
spent time on both an initial attack crew and unit crew in the Lillooet Zone right out of high school. In 2014,
Alicia returned to the Seton Unit Crew as a crew member. She worked her way up the ranks to Squad Boss in
2015 and continued in the leadership role for five seasons. In 2020, Alicia transitioned to Initial Attack as a
successional crew leader and a year later, returned to the Seton Unit Crew as the Crew Supervisor.
Over her nine seasons with BCWS, Alicia has been on several out of province deployments to Ontario,
Alberta, and most recently to Oregon. Out of province deployments are a highlight for her because they
provide an opportunity to see how people in other areas fight fires. Through these experiences, she learned
new ways to do the job and has implemented these novel tactics back on home soil. She pointed out that
each year has aspects that are incredible. “It’s just a job that you can never get away from, it’s the best job in
the world”. Alicia’s favourite fireline task is leading the crew and coming up with operational game plans on
the fireline.
There’s no doubt that Alicia’s affinity for leading contributed to her promotion to unit crew leader. As the
new leader of the Seton Unit Crew, she is looking forward to learning more about the carreer aspirations of
her crew members and creating opportunities for them to grow and develop. She is also looking forward to
creating a space where her crew members feel empowered to ask questions, become leaders, feel safe to be
themselves and feel happy to come into work each day.
The biggest change for women in wildfire since she began her career in 2013 is that there are more women
around in general and more women represented in higher positions and operational roles. Alicia noted that
when she first started in 2013, there were only a handful of women in fire camps. For example, Alicia was
deployed as a Task Force Leader to the Big Bar Slide project in 2018. She worked alongside other women in
operational roles including Safety Officer and Helibase Manager. Alicia clarified, “it’s not like I don’t like
working with men, but it’s really exciting to see women in those roles”.
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Women in Wildfire continued
Two women leading the charge in a male-dominated workforce
Kiah Allan, Rocky Mountain Unit Crew Supervisor
Kiah was at UBC Faculty of Forestry completing her undergraduate degree when her friend Elora Van Jarrett,
a Rapattack veteran and now Squad Boss on the Thunderbird UC with the BC Wildfire Service, recommended
that she apply. After successfully completing the rigorous application process, Kiah began her career with the
BC Wildfire Service in 2014 on an initial attack crew in the Cranbrook fire zone. In 2015, Kiah transferred to
the Rocky Mountain Unit Crew, where she continued to work during the summers while she completed an
undergraduate degree, followed by a master’s degree in Forestry.
Kiah thrived in the larger team dynamic of the unit crew and was promoted to Squad Boss in 2018 and to
Crew Supervisor earlier this year. In the off-season, Kiah continued to apply her wildfire experience, working
on fire rehabilitation and recovery planning for the Northwest Fire Recovery Team, writing Wildfire Risk Reduction guidance for riparian areas and consulting on fire behaviour modelling for Forestry.
Over her eight seasons in wildfire, Kiah has developed skills and certifications in planning and conducting
burn-off operations, her favourite fireline task. In 2020 she became certified as a PSD (Plastic Sphere Dispenser) operator. This involves operating a device that dispenses small plastic spheres from a helicopter. The
spheres contain potassium permanganate and are injected with glycol to create an exothermic reaction that
ignites ground fuels.
Kiah is looking forward to moving into the front ‘ignitions’ seat for more operations in the future. She is also
looking forward to continuing to build her skills as a leader in BCWS, while working alongside the hardworking men and women on the crew.
Since she started her career in wildfire, Kiah has noticed the number of women to men nearly doubled
amongst the fire crews on her base in the Cranbrook zone. She also noted that there’s been some slow progress in seeing more women represented on IMTs in positions that have traditionally been held by men. For
example, she noted that seeing Teresa Milne working in the ICS Position of Type 1 Operations Section Chief
trainee was inspiring.
These two unstoppable women are breaking down barriers and setting the example that women can succeed within the wildfire environment. As a crew member, Alicia saw a woman crew supervisor for the first
time while firefighting in the Prince George Fire Centre. Seeing a woman in that role, she realized it was
something she wanted to do and that it was attainable. Now, she says, women approach her on the fireline
and come to the same realization, “women have come up to me and said I’ve never seen a woman as a crew
sup, but now that I’ve seen you there, I think that’s something I would like to do”.
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The dog days of Dispatch
At the peak of fire season, BC Wildfire Service has hundreds of staff members standing by on alert or actively
fighting wildfires. Beyond the individuals on the front lines, there are a few dozen individuals who work tirelessly behind the scenes to protect the life and landscapes of British Columbia. Those people are the dispatchers of BC Wildfire Service.
Dispatchers work out of each of the six fire centres in B.C. –
Cariboo, Coastal, Kamloops, Northwest, Prince George and
Southeast. There is also a team of dispatchers in the Provincial Airtanker Centre (PATC) in Kamloops. PATC dispatchers
monitor different resources than fire centre dispatchers in
that they act as a communication link between Air Attack
Officers, coordination centres, and fire centres and they monitor the movement of airtankers and birddogs.
When someone phones 1-800-663-5555 or *5555 on a cellphone to report a wildfire, they are speaking with the clerks at the Provincial Wildfire Reporting Centre
(PWRC) in Victoria. The clerks record everything the caller relays to them about a suspected wildfire. The
PWRC clerk then digitally passes the fire report on to the dispatch team at the respective fire centre in which
the report geographically resides via a provincially used mapping and tracking system.
On the receiving end is a dispatcher in front of four to five computer screens, donning a headset which allows them to communicate with field staff via radio. The dispatcher becomes alerted once the fire report is
entered and then passes the information on to a Wildfire Coordination Officer. The Wildfire Coordination
Officer makes wildfire-related decisions within specific boundaries. After being advised of the fire report, the
Wildfire Coordination Officer will instruct the dispatcher on next steps. Throughout this process, the dispatcher is simultaneously making record of each conversation they are involved in and each action they are
taking by typing into an activity log. They do this for each and every interaction they have in a day.
If resources go out to investigate the report, the dispatcher will create an incident number and monitor the
resource’s activity from the moment they leave the fire base until they return. The incident number is reflected on the public B.C. Wildfire Dashboard. The dispatchers will check in with field staff and aviation resources on strict intervals for safety purposes and to get operational updates on fire activity and other field
work.
In addition to monitoring fire activity and handling radio communications, fire centre dispatchers are also
answering or making telephone calls to various groups or people who may be impacted by a fire including
other BC Wildfire Service staff, other government agencies, utility companies, rail companies, local fire departments, other emergency services, among many others. On top of that, they may be doing all of these
things for multiple fires and crews. It is truly impressive how fluidly and calmly they multitask such responsibilities.
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Incident Management Teams (IMT)
The BC Wildfire Service’s (BCWS) system of regional
Fire Centres and Zones ensures that each area of the
province has the resources required to respond to
wildfires throughout the fire season. This system consists of a variety of staff, both seasonal and full-time
and, of course, firefighters, spread throughout the
province. However, sometimes during hot, dry and

stay the same, regardless of the size or complexity of
an incident. For example, one member of the team
specializes in planning on the incident, while another
member’s sole responsibility is to ensure responder
safety, and yet another team member coordinates all
the personnel on-the-ground like firefighters or other
responding resources, and so forth.
Individuals on an Incident Management Team are
often the highest fireline certified and experienced
staff. The idea behind the Incident Management
Team is to effectively manage the resources on-scene
to achieve the incident objectives, such as saving
homes from wildfires. By clearly defining each team
member’s role, they can work efficiently and effectively together under intensely stressful and demanding circumstances.

windy weather conditions, fires can grow larger than
what regional resources can address while still maintaining capacity to respond to new fires. Regional
staff can then make the decision to call in an Incident
Management Team to take over a particular fire, fire
complex or unfolding incident.

Due to the demanding nature of the job, a deployment shift lasts a maximum of 14 days before a replacement team will arrive to relive them, or they
turn it back to the local zone.

An Incident Management Team is comprised of a
minimum of nine personnel from across B.C., who
step out of their regular jobs and take on highly specialized roles to help bring large wildfires or other
emergency incidents under control. Their specialities
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Fighting wildfires in extreme heat

Weather

The British Columbia Wildfire
Service anticipated increased
workload due to the forecasted long duration heat wave.
Crews are able to combat the
heat by adjusting their work
hours on incidents. Some
crews are starting work at 4
o’clock in the morning to avoid
the heat of the day or splitting
their shifts to work in the coolest parts of the day and relying heavily on airtankers and
helicopters to cool fires to assist in reducing fire behaviour. Firefighters also battle the heat by staying well hydrated, working from the shade where, and if possible,
often switching out consistently with those who are working in sunnier areas.
Another tactic used is to hit fires hard doubling up initial
attack crews where and when possible. This is how Coastal
Fire Centre crews have been able to keep fires relatively
small given the hot, dry conditions.
This, however, will only work if the number of ignitions is
kept to a minimum with the help of everyone. BCWS relies
on British Columbians to mitigate any risks and to report
fires the moment they are discovered.
While this heat wave continues BC Wildfire Service is on
heightened alert, with resources pre-positioned to respond. Fire weather forecasters and senior officers work
together to determine what, and how many, resources will
be placed on alert and at what level.

Outlook: Sunny warm weather continues through
Monday and Tuesday but by late Tuesday current
forecasts show a deeper offshore low diving southeast down the outer coast and setting up a moist
unstable flow onto southern BC. This brings general cloud cover and a few showers and cooler
temperatures for Wednesday along with a better
chance of thunderstorm activity.
Even if and when the southwest flow brings showers and thunderstorms next week, the longer
range maps show a return to mostly sunny dry
weather by the following weekend. No good sign
of significant rainfall for at least the next ten days.

Contact Information
Report a Wildfire: *5555 on a cell or 1 800 663-5555
Wildfire Information Line: 1 888 3FOREST
Burn Registration Number: 1 888 797-1717
Information Officer Phone Number: Add info
Information Officer Email: Add info
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